
Peninsula Little League
2024 Tee Ball Division Amended Rules

1. ABSOLUTELY no score, scorebook, or league standings shall be kept.

2. On the field coaching is encouraged, and there is no limit to the number of coaches allowed on
the field, as long as they have been approved by passing a background check. Defensive coaches
are the only coaches on the field, and offensive coaches are allowed only in the base coach boxes
and home plate area. All managers and coaches must wear close-toed shoes on fields at all times.

3. The field shall be set up with cones/fence at 90’ radius from home plate marking the end of the
outfield. Bases are placed 50’ apart in the diamond.

4. Games shall consist of three innings and have a 1 hour and 15-minute time limit.

5. Each inning shall be complete when all batters on both teams have completed one at bat. Each
half inning shall end when the last offensive player has completed their at bat.

6. Prior to the last offensive player entering the batter’s box, the manager of the offensive team shall
announce “Last Batter”. The last batter in any half inning shall not be limited to one base
advance, and may advance at their own risk.

7. At Bats. Each batter shall be allowed as many swings as necessary to put the ball in play. No
strikeouts. During the second half of the season, the manager or coach may elect to pitch to
certain players to help advance hitting skills. Such at bats shall be limited to three pitches only.
Following three unsuccessful attempts at a pitched ball, the batter must hit from the tee until the
ball is put in play.

8. There is no on deck circle in Tee Ball. Batters must remain in the dugout or one the bench
without a bat until the manager or coach calls them to the plate.

9. Intentional or unintentional throwing or releasing of the bat shall be considered throwing the bat
and the batter will be penalized as follows:

a. 1st violation, warning
b. 2nd violation, batter is out.
c. If the throwing of the bat is intentional, or if it is the third offense, the batter is
d. removed from the game and cannot return.

10. Hits. Each hit shall be limited to a “single” except for the following.
a. A batter shall be awarded a “ground rule double” if the batted ball rolls past the 90’

radius as designated by the outfield cones/fence.
b. A batter shall be awarded a “homerun” for any batted ball that clears the 90’ radius as

designated by the cones/fence “on the fly”.
c. A batted ball must pass the 10’ radius to be considered a “fair ball”.

11. There will be no extra base advance on overthrows.

12. Defensive play: All players shall play on the field, and fielding positions shall be rotated after
each inning. Every player should play both infield and outfield for a minimum of one inning per
game.


